
Wildwood Green - Local Rules 
 

Specific Notes – Front Nine 
 

Hole #1: The driving range is considered free relief which is marked by white stakes with a blue top. Two drop zones 

are provided and relief should be taken in the drop zone closest to the point of entry into the driving range. 
Hole #2: Out of bounds runs the entire right-hand side of the hole and is marked with white stakes. When the 

creek(s) meets out of bounds, two stakes will be present. When there are two stakes present, both white and red, the 
line from red stake to red stake will define the end of the penalty area. 

Hole #3: Out of bounds runs the entire right-hand side of the hole meeting a penalty area that begins at the back-

right hand corner of the hole behind the green. The penalty area extends into the woods towards #5 green and to the 
left towards #4 tee. The trees behind the green are considered a penalty area. When the penalty area meets out of 

bounds, two stakes will be present. When there are two stakes present, both white and red, the line from red stake to 
red stake will define the end of the penalty area. 

Hole #5: Out of bounds begins near the green at the white post. Out of bounds extends into the woods toward #3 
green and to the left behind the green, up the hill towards #6 tee box. The drain in between #5 fairway and #13 

fairway is marked as a penalty area. 

Hole #6: Out of bounds extends up the entire right side of the hole and connects to the right post on the gate and 
then the left post and then the white stakes running between the native grass and the road behind the green. For any 

ball hit into the water, there are two drop zones provided, one to the left of the green and one to the right. You should 
use the drop zone furthest away from the flag for any balls hit into the water. 

Hole#8: The trees to the left of the fairway are considered a penalty area and are marked with red stakes.  

Hole #9: The trees to the right of the fairway are marked as out of bounds and extend up the right side behind the 
green and then to the left toward the houses.   

 
Specific Notes – Back Nine 

 

Hole #10: The drainage ditch in between the 10th and 18th hole is marked as a penalty area. The rocks near the cart 

path behind the green are marked as a penalty area. 

Hole #11: Out of bounds runs the entire right side of the hole towards the back right corner near the green. The creek 
behind the green is marked as a penalty area. When there are two stakes present, both white and red, the line from 

white stake to white stake will define the end of the penalty area. 
Hole #12: The creek directly behind the tee box is marked as a penalty area and will extend up the right hand side of 

the tee box towards the green until a red/white stake combination is present. Out of bounds extends up the right hand 
side of the hole through the woods toward hole #13. There are two drop zones provided at the green for balls hit into 

the penalty area. When the flag is on the back of the green (yellow flag) the front drop zone must be used. When the 

flag is on the front of the green (red color) the back drop zone must be used. When the flag is in the middle of the 
green (white color) either drop zone may be used. 

Hole #13: The drain in between #13 fairway and #5 fairway is marked as a penalty area. 
Hole #14: The drain between #14 fairway and #15 tee box is marked as a penalty area. The drainage ditch near the 

cart path on the right side of the hole (roughly 50 yards from the green) is marked as a penalty area. 

Hole #16: The drainage area to the left of the fairway in the trees is marked as a penalty area. 
Hole #18: The flower bed directly behind the green and to the left is a mandatory free drop. 

 
Extra Local Rules Information 

 

 Please do not probe for golf balls in our neighbor’s yards and respect their property at all times.  

 Out of Bounds is defined by white stakes, white PVC pipe, and by the inside edges of the street curb or the roads 

meandering through the neighborhood.  

 Penalty areas are defined by red stakes and lines.  

 Drop zones are provided on the following holes and are defined by white circles: #1, #6 and #12. It is not 

mandatory to use a drop zone on any of these holes however if the drop zone is not used, relief should be taken at 
the last point the golf ball entered the penalty area following all USGA guidelines.  

 When a ball is hit into a mulched area it should be played as it lies. If the ball is in a maintained flower bed free 

relief is mandatory. Relief should be taken at the nearest point, no closer to the hole. 

 Any ball deemed to be lost or out of bounds may take stroke and distance relief, or dropped on the edge of the 

fairway no closer to the hole with 2 penalty strokes (Local Rule E-5) PLEASE NOTE: If a provisional ball is hit 
you will no longer be allowed to take the relief under Local Rule E-5. 


